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MOOT PROBLEM1 

 

1. India is a Common Law country. The Constitution of India grants the citizens the 

Freedom of speech and expression under Article 19. This gave rise to a lot of content 

online in terms of web-series and other social media platforms out of which certain 

were objected to by a certain section of the society, for vulgarity and mocking the 

religious sentiments.   

2. An NGO named Karma Foundation based in New Delhi filed a Public Interest 

Litigation (PIL) regarding such online content, requesting it to be regulated. Some of 

the famous platforms that host such content are Setflix, Smazon Frime, Malaji 

Telefilms, Kash Raj Films, Sllu.  

3. The laws of India do not regulate OTT platforms thereby there is no limit to whoch 

the creators can express their views. Some of the ways in which these views were 

shown through the form of web series allegedly happened to be too strong and vulgar 

for everyone’s view.There was a Self-Regulatory code that was adopted by the 

producers and the platforms but it was not a very successful model as it was tainted 

with bias leaning towards profit.  

4. The Karma foundation, is even concerned about the position of Social Media 

platforms that play a huge role, in today’s scenario, when it comes to affecting and 

shaping the opinion of the youth and thereby shaping the future of the nation. The 

foundation was worried about the content available on social media and the large 

amount of ‘Fake News’ that is spread via the various social media platform. The 
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foundation feels that there must be a liability that has to be imposed on the social 

medial platforms so that they ensure there is a fact check and a content check is done 

before any data being shared. 

 

5. As per the Karma foundation, It appears that the social media is expanding day by day 

and the news, messages, recordings, records and data counting individual recordings 

which reach exceptionally quick when compared to other modes which are accessible 

in our nation and the social media makes a coordinate affect wherever we stand within 

the society and all the information’s private or open right away exchanged through the 

said medium. Moreover lockdown was introduced in India within the month of March 

2020 and the same was amplified intermittently by both Central and State 

Governments from time to time till this date. In such of the said lockdown presently 

Schools, Businesses, Benefit Divisions, Computer program Companies are presently 

closed and individuals are begun working from domestic through online, indeed 

courts are moreover been rendering equity through virtual courts. In like manner the 

Schools are moreover been allowed to gather online classes to their understudies 

considering the welfare of the understudies. In this manner utilization of web is 

massively expanded by using cellphones, laptops and other electronic gadgets had 

become essential. 

 

6. As per the Karma foundation, it appears that, in different OTT stages by shaping a 

board such as Central Board of Film Tv to censor the substance being transferred 

within the Social Medias by surrounding certain law for distributing or transmitting of 

material/videos/information containing Injurious or Infidelity substance through the 

over said social medias. It appears that a few vulgar/sexual recordings beneath the 

head of “SMALL FILMS” are being transferred in the Social Medias, which are 

nothing but mentoring the methods to the adolescents how to manhandle a inverse 

sex, such sort of recordings are exceedingly affecting the wrongdoing against ladies 

and children. The exceptionally purposeful of the said people is to urge more sees and 

to induce Advertisements to win cash by utilizing this Online Platform, there as it 

were purposeful is to seize cash they are not considering around long-standing time of 

youths and minors. Hence it is fair and essential to direct such recordings and a 

board/regulatory body needs to be shaped to direct the same. 



 

7. As per the Karma foundation, It appears that fair and essential to require fitting 

activity to create a Board/Regulatory Specialist to Censor the substance being 

transferred on the OTT Stages (setflix, sazon frime, malaji Telefilms, kash Raj 

Movies, sllu Production House) within the shape of Web arrangement, Videos or in 

any other frame earlier to uploading or telecasting the substance within the over social 

medias and to limit the opening of YouTube Channels by shaping a directions such as 

giving of permit / consent by the Board / Specialist shaped by the Government. 

 

8. A supplication looks for a total boycott of a web arrangement created by Setflix, 

Sazon Frime, Malaji Telefilms, Kash Raj Movies, Sllu Production House. This 

supplication has been recorded due to the charged obscene representation of the net 

arrangement where the indecency has been appeared to the social orders. At the 

mental level it harm to the picture of the social orders to such a degree that it cannot 

be turned around. It seems anything is floated within the social media, there's no 

confinement or censor for their substance and there's no directions at all by the 

Government, which might be prohibited. 

 

9. It appears that to utilize of social media is an indispensably portion of everyday life. 

In this manner it plays crucial part within the society, it pulls in not as it were youths, 

but all sorts of individuals within the society, the messages through Social Medias are 

coming to the open quickly than any other Medium. Subsequently, the substance of 

the said Medium, which would make affect among the common open effortlessly 

ought to be beneath the scanner, or else any one can spread /transfer any 

message/videos as they wish and would occupy the open as they need, encourage it 

would imperil the national concordance. It Advance the society  who are holding such 

series and watching it and uploading helpless, disgusting, rough and misleading 

videos without indeed considering the affect among the minor  and children, their as it 

were purposeful is to extend the seeds  of their recordings and to draw in supporters, 

advance they are too getting modest bunch of gaining through advertisements. 

 

10. This PIL depicts many different provisions which are attracted under various 

legislations like the Indecent Representation of Women (Prohibition) Act, 1986, the 

State Emblem of India (Prohibition of Improper Use) Act, 2005 along with the 



provisions under IPC as well as IT Act, 2000. In addition to all of the above 

legislations, the Freedom of Speech and Expression as a fundamental right is also 

subject to reasonable restrictions under Article 19(2) of the Constitution of India. 

 

11. It appears that it is fair and essential to require fitting activity to make a 

Board/Regulatory Specialist to Censor the substance being transferred within the 

Social Medias more particularly by Social Media Channels of OTT Stages (setflix, 

sazon frime, malaji Telefilms, kash Raj Movies, sllu Production House) within the 

form of Web arrangement, Recordings or in any other shape earlier to uploading or 

telecasting the substance within the over social medias and to confine the opening of 

such series  by shaping a directions such as giving of permit / consent by the Board / 

Specialist shaped by the Government of India. In this respect the NGO has been 

cleared out with no other elective cure but to approach the Hon’ble Court for suitable 

relief. 

The Hon’ble Court has decided to hear the PIL, On issues involved as outlined below: - 

1. Whether this petition is maintainable? 

2. Whether the OTT platforms and Social Media platforms can avail the benefit of the 

term “intermediary” as Mentioned under Section 79 of the Information Technology 

Act of 2000? 

3. Whether the Act of regulating content violate the right of freedom of expression? 

4. Any other issues that the teams deem fit to be argued with regard to the moot 

proposition.  

NOTE: All the STATUTES should be used for the preparation of the Memorial 

should be based on INDIAN STATUTES. 

 

1. Participants are advised to devise a “litigation strategy”. The issues can be argued in 

alternative/without prejudice, which can be divided into sub-issues, and can be added 

to or amended upon. It is permissible to concede issues at the time of oral arguments 

subject, however, to appropriate explanation readily available on the query of the 

bench. However, the written submission must address all the issues. 



2. Any citations, without actual para/page references, will invite negative marking. 

Unnecessary citations and passim references are to be avoided. In case of oral 

arguments, a primary reference for all case-laws being referred is mandatory.  

3. The moot problem is the way it is, with full application of the principle of “as is, 

there is…whatever where is”. No queries or requests for clarifications will be 

entertained.  

4. The moot problem is drafted by MOOT COURT COMMITTEE OF INDORE 

INSTITUTE OF LAW. All participating teams are restrained from communicating 

with any member of Moot court committee and faculty of Indore Institute of Law 

relation to moot problem and violation of same will lead to immediate 

disqualification.  

 

 

 


